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Synopsis
Conditions for spreading of a crack, for closing a crack and for microfracture initiation from a heterogeneous inclusion are discussed from the distribution of elastic stress and displacement around a penny-shaped crack or inclusion, Penny-shaped Griffith's cracks are closed easily under compression.
The maximum stress about crack or inclusion tips is estimated from two stress
concentration factors for normal stress and for shearing stress under various
states of stress, The most probable microfracture loci under compression are
penny-shaped fluid-like inclusions which are weak under shear and rather
incompressible such as clayJike inclusiorx in rocks,

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to point out the possibility of initiation
of microscopic fractures from heterogeneous inclusions. Fracturing from
Notation

), zi
a, F, Ti
x,

d, ri
da,

Rectangular coordinates (nig. l).
Spheroidal coordinates.
, : cosh a.cos P - cos f , J : cosh a.cos p.sin 7, z:sinh a.sin p.
Normal and shearing stress across the equatorial plane of crack or inclusion at infinity, respectively.

d6i Mean stress and half of differential

stress

ol the stress

components

in

the

equatorial plane of crack or inclusion at infinity, respectively,
datd pr oTttapttprr rrai Local stress components on spheroidal coordinates.
r: Shape ratio of penny-shaped spheroidal crack or inclusion, i.e., ratio of
the longer axis to the shorter axis,
v,G,D,T*; Poisson's ratio, rigidity, Young's modulus and ideal tensile strength of
surrounding material, respectively.
K', G' : Bulk modulus and rigidity of inclusion, respectively.
go, ho, ? : Auxiliary position parameters at the boundary between surrounding material and inclusion or at the crack wall.

a,

b

:

qo:sinha:lly's'2-l =l/s

Stress concentration factors.

(s>11),

p:sin P, ho':11(qo'*P').
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is important in heterogeneous polycrystalline
materials such as rocks and ceramics. The lollowing three phases are
distinguished in the process of failure of rocks which are experimentally
deformed under confining pressures (Ref. l). In the first phase, microfractures initiate. In the second phase, the number of microfractured

heterogeneous inclusions

Ioci increases especially in narrow zones-"deformation bands". In the
last phase, macroscopic fractures are formed from the deformation bands.
The influence of heterogeneity cannot be neglected in the first phase,
though heterogeneity hardly affects the deformation bands and macroscopic fractures in the later phases. In this paper, the author will discuss the effect of heterogeneity on microfracture initiation. Though the
mechanism of development of microfractures to macroscopic fractures
is not discussed, the interaction of microfractures cannot be neglected
in the later phases.
The initiation of microfractures occurs under very low differential
stress from weak planes such as grain boundaries in rocks (Ref.2).
Griffith assumed that stress concentration around pre-existing cracks caused
the spreading of the cracks (Refs. 3, +). His theory is based on
the estimation of stress concentration around an elliptical crack. Heterogeneous inclusions in materials also induce high stress concentration.
Many investigators have suggested fracture initiation from heterogeneous inclusions (Refs. 5-7). In his theory as well as others', most of the
criteria for fracture are adapted only for spreading of pre-existing cracks
(Refs. 3, 8, 9). One of the criteria suitable for inclusion is the simple
one which Griffith presented in 1925 (Ref. a). In this criterion, cracks
spread when the maximum tensile stress at the crack wall exceeds the
ideal tensile strength of the material. This simple criterion is adequate
'brittle fracturing. Most parts are generally brittle in rocks,
only to
ceramics, glass, cast iron, etc., except for very high temperature and
high pressure. It is assumed in the present study that microfractures
occur when the local normal stress exceeds the ideal tensile strength of
the material.

2. Stress Concentration Around a Penny-Shaped
Crack or Inclusion
Edwards (Ref. 10) has obtained the exact solutions for distribution
of elastic stress and strain around a spheroidal cavity or inclusion in
an arbitrary uniform state of stress infinitely far from the cavity or inclusion with Boussinesq's three function method. As Edwards carried
out calculations only for the case of a prolate spheroidal cavity or inclusion, he estimated the maximum value of stress in a highly diluted solution. The solution for an oblate spheroidal cavity or inclusion can be
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l. Oblate

spheroidal crack or inclusion, stress
coordinate system.

at infinity and

obtained from the solution for prolate spheroidal cavity or inclusion
after a transformation of variable (Ref. 1l). The author obtained the
solutions for an oblate spheroidal cavity or inclusion and found that
very high stress concentration occurs around a very thin oblate spheroidal

cavity or inclusion-<sa penny-shaped crack or inclusion" (Ref. l2).
It is assumed in this solution that an isolated oblate spheroidal cavity
or inclusion exists in an infinite body, that both the inclusion and
surrounding body are composed of homogeneous isotropic materials,
that the elastic properties of the inclusion may be different from the
surrounding materials and that the two media are completely bonded at
the boundary surface. Stress at infinity is uniform but arbitrary. It is
difficult to know the exact stress distribution in complicated heterogeneous materials. High stress concentration is observed at the loci where
sharp edges or tips of cracks or boundaries of heterogeneities are seen.
The stress concentration factor at a sharp edge or tip can be roughly
estimated from the stress concentration factor at the tip of a penny-shaped
crack or inclusion. As seen from the following equations, the possible
maximum value of stress concentration factor is restricted by ratios of
elastic moduli of two media in contact. Only high stress concentration
is related to the formation of fractures in general cases. The author
will describe here only the high stress concentration around the tip of a
penny-shaped crack or inclusion which is very different from the surrounding material in elastic moduli. The exact solution was reported
previously by the author (Ref. l2).
Ar qo=l/s is very small for a penny-shaped crack or inclusion, the
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terms of higher order of Qo and p can be omitted. Hence, the stress
in the surrounding material at a penny-shaped crack or inclusion wall

is approximately estimated as follows:
o p: aho' qo' o
- bho' qo pr cos r,
d r = vaho2
o
- vbhoz q pr cos 7,
Q o2

l

o

,

(t)

jLbhosor sinT,

rur=

and other stress components are negligible, where

o:af \2"t++(t-,)Ic +f rr -D'A-1,
u:u/ le-v)rt+4(r-^
e)
Equation (l) gives the approximate value of stress in high stress
concentrated area around a crack tip or a very soft inclusion tip. The

t).

infinity in the equatorial plane of the penny-shaped
crack or inclusion induce small stress concentrations compared with
the normal stress a at infinity to the equatorial plane and with the shearing stress r at infinity along the equatorial plane. The coefficients
"a" and "b" are very large in the case of very thin penny-shaped cracks
or elastically very soft inclusions, because lls, K'lG and G'lG are very
small. The local maximum stress ar(max) is observed along the crack
or inclusion boundary at about its tip and in the plane which contains
the axis of spheroidal crack or inclusion and the direction of shearing
stress r at infinity.
stress components at

or(max)

: l, <oo+y'a'ZiW).

(3)

The stress in the penny-shaped soft inclusion is uniform and approximately equal to the stress components at infinity on the equatorial
Plane as

follows:

o,,!=o,

r"n,=r.

(4)

Other stress components are negligible.
In the case of rigid inclusion which has higher elastic modulus than
the surrounding material, large normal stress acts on the boundary
surface. The normal stress takes the maximum value at the inclusion
tip.
rt _,;J4K', $G', l2vK',G',\

"'"'\G
o': G'
oo*. l2(l-v)'K'G',,
(l+rli,Dgo o*+
G

3G-(l+v)G'l

(5)

-Dg"-d,

where,

{z- +,),0,W.
The shearing stress along the boundary takes the maximum value
of half of o! in the vicinity of inclusion tip.
qoD,:2rqo* + e -

)

$ + * U -, t + |
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5. Spreading and Closing of a Penny-Shaped Crack
The local maximum stress around a penny-shaped crack ,tip
obtained from Eq. (3) by substituting

a-4sfr, and b:BslQ-v)z

is

because

K'-G'-0 in Eq. (2).

Since fracture occurs when the maximum stress
the ideal tensile strength T^, ttre condition for spreading of a
penny-shaped crack is as follows:
'ii'- * l, t-- *4s-o.
(6)
,:"(2-v)rTexceeds

1l

This equation is almost equivalent to Griffith's though the condition
for fracture is in three dimensions.
The relative displacement of both walls of the crack in the direc-

3

arao*,n"
STRESS
xl 0 ! 0ks/cm2

COMPRESSIVE

STRTSS xl00Okg,/cm2

Fig.2. Criteria for fracture and mode of fracture in a

calcite-cemented
sandstone experimentally deformed under confining pressures.
P : condition for spreading of a penny-shaped crack; I : condition
for fracture initiation from clay-like inclusion in the sandstone;
s : shape ratio of penny-shaped crack or inclusion ; CL : lower

limit for

spreading

of

penny-shaped crack from criterion (8);

A, B, C, D, E, F : stress circles at each stage of deformation of
the sandstone. Microfractures occur at stages A and B. Macroscopic

circles

failure occurs at

and F; In the ranges of stress
shocks occurred in the deformed

stages D, E

I and 3, microfracturing

sandstone.

The ideal strength of calcite and elastic moduli of clay-Iike
inclusion are explained in the main text in relation to the calculation of criteria.
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tion perpendicular to the equatorial plane of the penny-shaped crack
will be closed under the following

indicates that a pennv-shaped crack
compressive stress:

.rG
d+_rT:Ui.

0)

Griffith's condition for spreading of crack is invalid for closed
cracks. The original shape ratios of open cracks are smaller under a
compressive stress d than the shape ratio given by Eq. (7). The following shearing stress is required for the spreading of an open penny-shaped
Griffith's crack under a compressive stress, from Eqs. (6) and (7) :

r:_ (2-v)Lt_v)r*

"rlll#i.
On the (a, r) coordinates, this equation gives a straight line

(8)

pas-

origin. The slope of the line is about -0.5 in the
material whose ideal tensile strength 7- is about one-tenth of its

sing through the

Young's modulus. Macroscopic brittle failure occurs under a shearing stress above the criterion given by Eq. (8), because it is essentially
connected with spreading of crack. On the other hand, microfractures
occur in experiments under a shearing stress below the criterion given

by Eq. (8) (Fig. 2). The initiation of these microfractures in the experiments cannot be explained by the spreading of Griffith's cracks.
If the interface of two sliding blocks is alternately composed of
tightly contacting areas and slightly separated areas, the interface can
be considered as a row of co-linear Griffith's cracks. The spreading of
the Griffith's cracks along interface is required to slide the blocks pressed
against each other. The slope of criterion (8), then, gives the theoretical
coefficient of static friction.

4. Fracture Initiation frorn a Penny-Shaped Inclusion
Since fracture occurs when the maximum stress exceeds the ideal
tensile strength T ^, the condition for fracture initiation from a pennvshaped soft inclusion is obtained from Bq. (3) as follo-ws:

2T^ l.r-i;d.
,:T^l
"

The condition for fracture initiation from a

(e)

penny-shaped soft

inclusion is determined using the ideal tensile strength and the stress
concentration factors "a" ar,d "b". The stress concentration factors
increase with the shape ratio of inclusion (Fig. 3) . If the shape ratio
becomes sufficiently large, however, the stress concentration factors for
soft inclusion approach constant values determined by the ratio of
elastic moduli. Ilence the condition for fracture initiation of an extremely thin penny-shaped solt inclusion can be' expressed regardless
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Fig.3.

Stress concentration factors

of

penny-shaped crack

(P) and of

penny-shaped graphite inclusion (G) in cast iron, The abscissa
is approximately the reciprocal of shape ratio of crack or inclusion

7qo:lly' s2- I =l/s).

of the shape ratio as follows:
2Go

tr

-,1 (,r'

+!c')r*'

(ro)

Under the tensile stress at infinity, the inclusion with a larger value
"a" is a locus of higher tensile stress concentration. Under the
compressive stress at infinity, the inclusion with a larger value of factor "a"
becomes a locus of higher compressive stress concentration. On the
other hand, the shearing stress at infinity along the equatorial plane of
inclusion causes tensile and compressive stress concentration at each side
of the inclusion tip. From Eq. (l), the stress around the inclusion tip is
approximated by the sum of stress concentration induced by the normal
and shearing stresses at infinity. If the shape ratios are equal, a pennyshaped crack causes the highest stress concentration under tensile stress,
because both stress concentration factors are larger than any inclusion.
Under compressive stress, however, microfractures tend to be developed
from the inclusions which are weak under shear (the value of factor
"6" is large) and rather incompressible (the value of factor "a" is small).
The maximum values of stress concentration factors for several kinds
of inclusions were calculated as follows: graphite in cast iror,: a:3.3,
b:62; graphite in limestone: a-1.6, b:29; sulphur in andesite: a:
2, b:13; biotite in granite: a:0.8, D:B (elastic moduli are tentatively
estimated from Refs. 13, l4).
of factor
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If only the tensile stress at infinity is applied perpendicularly to the
equatorial plane of penny-shaped inclusion, microfracture occurs at
o--T*la, by Eq. (9). If only the shearing stress at infinity is applied
along the equatorial plane of penny-shaped inclusion, microfracturg
occurs at r--27^lb by Eq. (9) . These two characteristics are convenient
for showing fracturing resistivity of inclusion in a material. The ideal
tensile strength of material is as follorvs after Orowan (Ref. 15):
t

^:!

ITtr ,
an

(n)

where f : surface energy, -E: Young's modulus, ao: atomic distance. The
ideal tensile strength is generally about one-tenth of the Young's modulus
(Ref. 16). The ideal tensile strensth of cast iron is estimated to be
about l05kg/cm'3 (that is, one-tenth of its Young's modulus) . Using
the Orowan's formula substituting surface energies of calcite and of
quartz given by Brace et al. (Ref. l7), the estimated values of the ideal
strength of limestone, andesite and granite are 9x104,3.7 Xl05 and
3.7 x 10' kg/cm', respectively. The characteristics for fracturing resistivity are estimated as follows: graphite in cast irorr: T*la:30,27.*l

b:3.2; graphite in limestone: T^f a-56, 2T^l$:6.2' sulphur in andesite: T^f a:190, 2T*lb:57; biotite in granite: T^f a:460,27-^lb:90
(one unit:1,000kg/cm'). Apparently, very fewkinds of inclusions can
be fracture loci under tensile or Iow compressive stress. Equation
(9) gives a very flat parabola on the (a, r) coordinates for inclusion,
because factor "b" is large compared with factor "a" (Fig. 3). The

inclusion, therefore, is an important fracture loci under relatively high
compression. For this estimation, it is assumed that both the interior
and the boundary of the inclusion are perfect. Since the interior and the
boundary of the inclusion generally contain a lot of defects, the apparent
rigidity and bulk modulus are much lower than the estimated ones. It
is considered that the weak planes such as twin boundaries or some of
the grain boundaries, act as fluid-like inclusions. Fluid-like inclusions
are favorable fracture loci especially under compressive stress, because
factor "b" is very large in spite of a relatively low "d" value.
A plastic inclusion can be considered to be a fluid inclusion above
its yielding strength rrl'. Hence the condition for fracture initiation
from a plastic inclusion is given by the following equation:

r:rp1]_' ns

t I-61,+z\l_vWlGlT*.

(r2)

This equation is convenient for some kinds of weak planes. The
or yielding strength cannot yet be estimated

stress concentration factors
in most weak planes.

The bulk modulus and rigidity of clay-like materials are supposed
to be 10,000 kg/cm' and 1,000 kg/cm', respectively, on the assumption
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that elastic moduli of clay-stone are approximately equal to those of
ctay-like materials which fill weak planes in rocks. The factors for stress
concentration of clay-like inclusions in rocks are:. a:59, b-673, T*l
a:1,530 kg/cm' and 2T*lb-267 kglcrn'in a limestonei a:88, D:1,000,
T^la:4,200 kg/cm' andZT*f b:74}kglcrn' inaquartzite. Weak planes
in rocks are apparently possible fracture loci. Most of the ordinary
minerals hardly induce stress concentration and cannot cause fracture
in the absence of weak planes because the differences between elastic
moduli are small.
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